
Statistics Dashboard WebAPI Manual
Process results code list

①Meta
(Indicator)

②Meta
(Region)

③Meta
(Term)

④Meta
(Social event)

⑤Meta
(Statistical

survey)

⑥Data

0 200 Success. Normal end.
Message when data was acquired without any problems with the parameters.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

1 200 It ended normally but data did not exist. Normal end (Result is 0: No corresponding data).
Message when there are no problems with the parameters but no data exists.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

101 400 {0} is mandatory input. Message when a required parameter has not been input.
The parameter name is output for {0}.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

103 400 Parameter is invalid. Message when the parameter name contains a character string that is against the rules.
Note that the parameter name is strictly case-sensitive. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

104 400 Please specify {0} within {1}. Message when a parameter that exceeds the specified count has been inputted.
Parameter name is output for {0} and the maximum item count is output for {1}.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

105 400
Please specify the time axis with 8 digits. Message when the number of digits for the parameter value specified in

[Time],[TimeFrom],[TimeTo] is anything other than 8 digits. Basically it is Gregorian
calendar year 4 digits + Month 2 digits + Day 2 digits.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

106 400

The format of TimeFrom and TimeTo do not match. Message when the format of the parameter value specified in [TimeFrom],[TimeTo] does
not match.
Format is specified to be compatible with any of the following:
[yyyymm00],[yyyynQ00],[yyyyCY00],[yyyyFY00].

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

The format of the valueCondition is invalid. Message when the parameter format in [ValueCondition] is incorrect. Format is specified
the comparison symbol "<" ">" at the beginning, and the numerical value to be searched at
the behind.

✔

The format of the value is invalid. Message when the parameter value format in [modifiedFrom],[modifiedTo] is incorrect. It is
Gregorian calendar year 4 digits + Month 2 digits + Day 2 digits. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

200 500
An error occurred during DB access. Please wait and try again. Message for an internal error that occurs when accessing the database.

If the problem still persists after waiting for a few moments, please contact the Statistics
Bureau.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

299 500

An unexpected error occurred. Please wait and try again. Message for an internal error that occurs for anything other than when accessing the
database.
If the problem still persists after waiting for a few moments, please contact the Statistics
Bureau.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

301 200 The search result is 0. Please review the conditions. Message when unable to extract data with the [ValueCondition] parameter. ✔
400 200 Please specify the condition so that it is within 100000 cases. Error message when the search results exceed a count of 100 thousand. ✔
404 404 Page Not Found. Please specify the correct URL. Error message when a URL that does not exist was requested.

Note that the base URL is strictly case-sensitive. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
*1: Support [STATUS],[status] among RESULT tags from each response.
*2: Support [ERROR_MSG],[errorMsg] among RESULT tags from each response.
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